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Achilles’ autograph. Paian
Abstract: During the last 200 years, archeologists found several thousand of
lapidary texts and graffiti in the region in the Northern Black Sea coast. The
texts were read by the experts but not a single signature of Homer or
somebody from his surroundings was found. The autor states that "open" texts
were written for the sake of "hidden" texts. Due to the presented methodology, the text on the leaden plate found in Berezan’ island (Ukraine) was
identified as Achilles autograph.
Keywords: Homeric question, Achilles, Olympics, Berezan’ island, lapidary
inscriptions, hidden text.

The catalogue of the Hermitage 1 contains a photo of a letter on lead plate
(269.670.322., ca. 500 BC) and the adapted Ancient Greek text, which reads
as follows:
Acillodώro tὸ molίbdion parὰ tὸm paῖda
k ᾽Anaagόrvn.
w Prwtagόrh, ὀ patήr toi ὲpistέlle ἁdiketai
ὐpὀ Matasuos, dolotai gἀr mig kaὶ to
forthgesίo ὰpestέresen. ἐlqὼm par᾽ Anaξagόὰpήghsai, fhsὶ gἀr aὺtὸn ᾽Anaξagόrew
doloὺ nai muqeόmenoj tἄm ᾽Anaξagόrvj exe,
kaὶ dόloj kaὶ dόlaj koὶkὶaj ὀ dὲ ἀnabῶi te
kaὶ oὔ fhsiύ nai oύdὲn ἐwutῶi te kaὶ Matasui
kaὶ fhsiύ nai ἐleόqeroj kaὶ oύdὲύ nai ἐwutῶi
kaὶ Matatasu ἐ dέ ti aὺtῶi kἀnacagόrh, aὺtoὶ
oἴdasi katὰ sfᾶj aὺtὀj. taῦt ᾽Anaξagorvj lέgen
kaὶ tῆ gunaikὶ. ἔtera dέ toi έpistὲlle tὴm mhtέra
kaὶ tὸj ἀdelfeόj oῖ ὲssin ὲn Arbinathisin.
ἄgen ὲj tὴm pόlin
.
1 Эрмитаж (2005), 142-3.

.

2 ---The translation reades as follows: “The Address. The letter on lead roll of
Achillodorus to the son and Anaxagores. About Protagoras, you are written
by the father. He is exposed to lawlessness from Matasys, in fact that deceives
him and has taken away from him of his cargo carrier (?). Having come to
Anaxagores, explain [to him a situation], in fact he [Matasys] speaks, that he
[the cargo carrier] - slave Anaksagores declaring: «My property owns
Anaksagores, both slaves, and slaves, and houses ». He [ the cargo carrier]
shouts and speaks, that he has no relation to Matasys, and speaks, that he free
and to Matasys has no relation, and if that is [disputable] at it{him} and
Anaxagores they know [that to what] in itself. It is necessary to tell
Anaxagores and his wife. And, another, he [father] writes to you: and your
brothers who are in Arbinatae, it is necessary to deliver your mother in city;
itself... Will come to him [Anaxagores (?)], let straight will go [to city (?)].”
A previous monograph 2 contains a technique for reading the hidden texts.
This technique has been verified using extremely different sources, ranging
from the Bible to Byzantine, Ancient Bulgarian and Old Russian words,
prayers and chronicles. It has been demonstrated Moisey's Pentateuch
contains five nominal verses signed with the names Moisey and David 3 . This
technique has also allowed scholars to read the hidden text of an epitaph on
the stone that Skadovsky found in 1900 on a necropolis on Berezan’, in which
the dates of Homer's birth and death are recorded 4 . This example was the first
instance of reading a hidden text contained in a lapidary inscription of the
archaicera. The main motives behind creating the hidden verses and the
reason for the absence of an open biography of Homer are stated in a previous
article 5 . Furthermore, Homer developed a chronology and calendar that are
very close to those used today. The reference for the number of days and
years was July 15, 776 BC, i.e., this day was the first day of the first year 6 .
According to Homer’s chronology, Homer was born on the 61 st days of
years 119, i.e., September 14, 657 BC, and his twin brother, Achilles, was
born on- the 62 nd day of year 119. Homer, Achilles and Helen were children
of Climena and Lycus, the latter of whom was born on the 303 rd day of year
100. From another wife (Ida), Lycus had daughter, Cleopatra, who was born
on the 105 th day of year 114. She served as the muse of Homer and Achilles.
The younger brother of Lycus, Pan, was born on 263 rd day of year 102. He
seized power in Hades [the Hades of Homer is located in Mykolaiv (Ukraine)]
from 130 to 165 years. Homer was the whole family at this time in exile.
These dates are clarified from other sources, as discussed below.
Exploring the hidden text in the epics of Homer has shown, that each song
of eposes contains two types of hymns that are each contain five nominal
verses. Hymns, that provide the first mention of are termed Paians, and hymns
.
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in which all names are mentioned are termed Olympuses. In this letter on the
inscription, there are the eleven names, five of which are original. For simplicity, only the Paian are compiled here. We turn first to the allegorical reading of a Paian, without isolating the numbers that it contains and deducing the
dates. Homer understood that in many instances, a cycle of reading names
allegorically may be too difficult because the semantic string could be lost. To
simplify the reading process, near the names, Homer provided words that
support or indicate the allegorical sense of the names. These auxiliary words
are included by me in brackets to separate them from names. It is important to
emphasise that my interpretation of these names relies on the linguistic relatives of the words that maintain the root sense of the word. Furthermore, it is
necessary to assume a partition of each word into parts, each of which can be
joined in translation. Thus, letters that occur in both names and adjacent
words can be considered a figure. Thus, the names of the original Greek text
of the letter on the lead plate are presented in tabular form, with the subsequent text in the Paian and names’ allegorical interpretation.
Table 1. Paian: allegorical translation without dates
№
1
2
3
4
5

Name Greek
Acillo-dwro (to molib-dion)
(tom paida) k Anaca-gorvn
(w) Prwt-agorh (o pathr)
(upo) Matasuos (dolotai)
Ar-binathisin

7

Interpretation of the name
Achilles’ gift (secret to Goddess)
(with children) Mistress Gorgon
(has lead) the First Olympiad (in the home land of father)
(below of Hades) of the Madm (in secret)
Prayer of Theosian

(Table 1, a line № 1) The name of Acillo-dwro itself should not cause any
doubt in its interpretation as “Achilles’ gift”. The interpretation of the expression in brackets (to molib-dion) seems far more complicated. The part of the
word that reads dion can be translated as “divine” or “goddess”. The root of
the word molib may be the word molij 8 , i.e., “difficult”. In The Tale of Prince
Igor’s Campaign, the expression “difficult stories” is translated as “secret
stories”, i.e., stories that are “difficult for reading”. 9
(№ 2) The name Anaξa-gorvn should be divided into two parts. The first
word is translated from Classical Greek as “a lady” or “a mistress”, which is
equivalent to the word Μέδουσά. The second part, gorvn, refers to part of the
name Gorgw. This part of the text describes the gift that Achilles gave to the
Gorgon from Hades. The image of the Gorgon was on the aegis of Athena. Of
the names that Homer set for his Muse, he used the name of Athena was the
most frequently.
(№ 3) The name of Protagoras should be divided into two parts: Prwtagorh. Here, the first part is translated as “the First”, and the second part, agorh
– “the Assembly of people” – can be read “Olympiad”. A good reason for this
.
7 Дворецкий (1958),
8 Дворецкий (1958), 1106.
9 Дворецкий (2005), 68.

.

4 ---division is the referential word (dolou), which is used for the sixth name of
Anaξagόrew. This referential word is likely to be the word dolιχος – longdistance-drome 10 , which is a reference to the “tendra” or the Tendra spit,
which was called “Achilles' track” in ancient times 11 .
(№ 4) In the name Matasys (Matasuos), the word Mataιος – “Mad” 12 -is hidden. Here, the first word (upo) has multiple translations, but it can mean
“below the underground kingdom”, i.e., “below Hades” 13 . Hades of Homer is
located in Mykolaiv (Ukraine) 14 .
(№ 5) The artificiality of the name of the city Arbinatae should cause no
doubts because it was invented to denote the date of creation of the letters:
Ar-b-ina-thisin. Here, Ar, which indicates means a prayer, b denotes the
second day, ina denotes the year 151, and thisin means Theosian 15 .
We now turn to compiling the hidden text of the Paian, considering the allocation dates of the letters-digits. It is necessary to explain in greater detail
here how separate letters can be interpreted as dates. Some of the important
rules for using letters from names and auxiliary words, pretexts and unions to
identify dates are as follows:
1. The most important principle is the continuity of the letters selected to
represent dates from isolated text units. Letters used to denote numbers are
selected continuously from either the beginning or the end of a word. It is
impossible to select letters for dates inside a word, and it is impossible to skip
letters inside a word. Simultaneously, to interpret a date, it is necessary to
include the parts of the text that are adjacent to the word on the side from
which the selection of letters is conducted. This principle is supported by the
fact that texts were initially recorded continuously without division into separate words, unions and pretexts. Furthermore, this principle does not violate
the principle of continuity of selection.
2. To choose the necessary date from multicomplex letters-numbers, the
acroverse rule operates. For example, from χ=600, it is possible to choose the
numbers 600, 60 or 6, whereas from ξ=60, it is only possible to choose 60 or
6. The complete table of Greek letters-digits is as follows:

a
1

b
2

g
3

d
4

n
50

c
60

o
70

p
80

ε
5

z
6

h
8

q
9

i
10

k
20

λ
30

m
40

u
f
x
w
ρ s, j t
ψ
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

3. Any number can contain several letters-figures using 4 rules: addition,
subtraction, division and multiplication. The same letter can be used multiple
times independently and to prepare those or other figures, but it can be used
.
.
10 Дворецкий (1958), c. 420
11 Borystenica (2004), 144-9
12 Дворецкий (1958), 1055
13 Дворецкий (1958), 227
14 Золотухин (2006), 12-26
15 Дворецкий (1958), 1623
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only in different combinations or to establish different dates. The direction of
preparation of complex figures (from left to right or vice versa) has no meaning. It is thus important to comply with the principle of continuity of selection, as presented in item 1.
4. Another important principle is that the allocated dates must maintain the
total content of the verse and them by determined.
5. The accuracy of the dates can be confirmed using different sources. For
the past 15 years, the author has compiled a database of dates that were derived from readings of the hidden texts of the Homer epics and hymns and
more than 1,000 lapidary monuments.
Now, I demonstrate how, by using these five principles, it is possible to
establish dates in five names of a Paian (Table 2).
(a line № 1) In Axillod-wro, the birthday of Achilles, Axi=1+60+1=62
days, is allocated in the beginning. Then, the birth year is given: i=1, llo=
(3+3)-7=1, and llod=3+3+(7-4)=9, i.e., the year 119. In the auxiliary words,
there is to moli-bdion: to=37, i=10 and mol=4+(7+3)=4+1=5. This refers to 105
days and 114 years: i=1, ol=7+3=10=1 and m=4.
(№ 2) In the auxiliary words tom p-aida, the birthdays of Lycus is set as
the 303 rd day (t=30, om=70-40=30=3) of year 100 (t=30 o-m=70-40=30=3).
Letter k=20=2 - reviews. Then, the birth of the Gorgon is established as the
105 th day (ida:10 and 4+1=5) of year 114 (aid: 114). Similarly, from the name
A-naξagorvn, obtain the day of Achilles’ birth: the (aξa: 1+60+1=) 62 nd day
of year 119 (agorv: a=1; go=7+3=10=1; rv=1+8=9), the value of the edges nn=0, indicates the continuity of letter selection (usually 1).
(№ 3) In Prwt-agorh, a=1 indicates the day, and the following indicates
148 years: r=100, go=7-3=4 and h=8.
(№ 4) In Matasuos, the age of Pan, Mata=40+1+3+1=45 years, can be
read. His birth occurred on day 263, as denoted by suo: s=200, su=20+40=60
and uo=7-4=3, and the year 102: suo=70-(40+20)=10 and s=200=2.
(№ 5) In the artificial name Ar-b-ina-this-in, the date of b=2 days and
ina=151 years can be read linearly. The following birthdays are also included:
Achilles, thi=3-8+1=6 and s=200=2, i.e., 62 days and 119 years (i=1, is=201=19), and Gorgon, in=105 days and isin (i=1, s-i=1, n-i=4) - 114 years.
As a result, we can write out the Paian, the content of which presents the
dates that define specific individuals in the text:
Table 2. Paian: allegorical translation with dates
№
1
2
3
4
5

Name Greek
Axillod-wro
(to moli-bdion)
(tom p-aida) k
An-acagorvn
(w) Prwt-agorh
(o p-athr)
(upo) Matasuos
(dolotai)
Ar-binathisin

Interpretation of the name
Achilles’ brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. gift secret to
37 yrs. Goddess brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. (Cleopatra)
(3 years ago 2 children (of Lycus) brn. in 303 d. 100 yr. - brn. in 105 d. 114
yr.) Mistress Gorgon together with brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.
(has lead) the 1-st Olympiad (in the home land of father brn. in 303 d. 100
yr.) in 1 d. 148 yr.
(below of Hades)45-years the Madm (Pan) brn. in 263 d. 102 yrs.(in secret)
Prayer in 2-nd day-151 year Theosian brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. about born in
105 d. 114 yr.

6 ---Verse of the Paian and its allegorical translation:
Axillo-dwro (to moli-bdion) (tom p-aida) k A-nacagorvn (w) Prwtagorh
o p-athr) upo) Matasuos dolotai) Ar-binathisin
Achilles, born on day 62 in year 119, a gift to the secret 37 years Goddess, born on
day 105 in year 114 (Cleopatra). 3 years ago two children born on day 303 in year
100 (of Lycus) - born on day 105 in year 114 Mistress Gorgon (Cleopatra) together with born on day 62 in year 119 (Achilles), has lead the First Olympiad, secret, at homeland of father born on day 303 in year 100 on day 1-st in year 148 below Hades the Madman who ruled for 45 years, was born on day 263 in year 102 (of
Pan) in secret. A prayer on day 2-nd in year 151 Theosian, born on day 62 in year
119 about born on day 105 in year 114.

Thus, the letter of Achilles written on the lead plate was created on July
17, 625 BC. This date serves as evidence that Achilles arrived at Berezan’
from the town of Theos, which was located on the coast of Asia Minor. From
May 630 BC through June 620 BC, there was a naval war between Greece
and Troy on the territory stretching from the Mediterranean to the Black Sea.
During that war, Achilles and Agamemnon destroyed approximately 800 Trojan ships 16 . Only afterward could an overland siege of Troy be begun without
fear of the Greeks being attacked from the sea.
Hоmег did not take part in the Trojan war. At the beginning of the war he
sailed to Egypt where he was looking for Atlantis. He spent one more year in
Sidon (Saїda) in Phinicia at his his grandmothers on his mothers side. On the
2 of August 631 BC Cleopatra under the pseudonym Sapho was proclaimed
the first Hellenic poetess. On October 28, 631 BC she founded the town Nikiy
on the island Berezan’. It is from there that she directed the 1-st Olympiad on
Tendra spit in the 16 of July 628 BC. Cleopatra together with Achilles
founded the town Olbia-2 (now the village Parutino).The complete analysis of
the hidden texts on the leaden plates is presented on the site "Homer and
Atlantis" in the article "Autograph of Achilles" 16 .
The above mentioned data and dates were received as a result of reading
of many thousands hidden texts in different sources and graffiti. This example
illustrates the reading methods of hidden texts. Comparing their contents we
can see that hidden texts were to disguise open texts.
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